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The Ossetic language is the only extant representative of the Scytho-
Sarmatian dialects, which used to be spoken over the vast plains of Eurasia in 
antiquity. The language itself – its phonology, morphology and syntax – as well 
as folkloristic and literary issues (the Narts epic) have been profoundly studied 
since the end of the 19P
th
P
 century. Surrounded by non-Iranian languages and 
dialects, Ossetic has preserved numerous archaisms, simultaneously enlarging 
its lexicon with many noteworthy borrowings. Consequently it became of very 
special interest not only for Iranian philology (in fact it constitutes its most 
significant part) but also for Turkic, Caucasian and even Finno-Ugric linguis-
tics. Unsurprisingly the distinguished role Ossetic plays is mainly based on 
etymological consideration. One should take into account the fact that amongst 
the Iranian languages, both extinct and modern, only Ossetic possesses most 
outstanding, four-volume historical-etymological dictionary (Историко-эти-
мологический словарь осетинского языка), compiled by the eminent scholar 
V. I. Abaev in the last century. Regrettably, neither Modern Persian (one-volume, 
1129-entry Paul Horn’s Grundriss der neupersischen Etymologie was published 
in 1893!) nor any other Iranian language can boast of such an elaborated work. 
Of great importance are also the works on Ossetic published by such Iranolo-
gists as: V. F. Miller (Осетинские этюды [Ossetic Studies], vol. I-III, Moskva 
1881-87), H. Hübschmann (Etymologie und Lautlehre der ossetischen Sprache, 
Strassburg 1887), V. I. Abaev (Осетинский язык и фольклор [The Ossetic 
Language and Folklore], Moskva 1949) and E. Benveniste (Études sur la langue 
ossète, Paris 1959). Nowadays Ossetic also attracts the attention of many other 
Iranologists, only to mention R. Bielmeier, F. Thordarson, and the author of the 
Studies … Johnny Cheung. 
The volume under review is one of the most successful attempts to system-
atize and synthesize the aforementioned results of linguistic studies on Ossetic 
vocalism and etymology. 
After a short preface, acknowledgements, abbreviations (comprising biblio-
graphical references, linguistic abbreviations and other symbols), contemporary 
maps of Alania – North Ossetia and South Ossetia (pp. xv-xxx), the introduc-
tion gives a brief historical background of Ossetic and its speakers, genetic 
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affiliation of the language, its linguistic environment, the pre-Ossetic stage, 
Ossetic writing systems and detailed characteristics of its phonology from 
Proto-Iranian to Ossetic and Ossetic to Proto-Iranian (pp. 1-45). Subsequent to 
this are the six main chapters on historical vowel phonology and related 
problems, thoroughly investigating the conditions of the following develop-
ments and sound changes (both in Iron and Digoron): 1. Apocope and final -æ 
(pp. 46-68), 2. Syncope (pp. 69-85), 3. Aphaeresis (permanent initial vowel 
deletion) (pp. 86-96), 4. i-Epenthesis and palatalisation (pp. 97-117), 5. Accent 
(“an important catalyst in the rise of most of the developments”) (pp. 118-123), 
6. On *u, *u{ (discussing the effect of Ir. *ūu, *u{ on the adjacent vowel: u-umlaut, 
u-metathesis and delabialization) (pp. 124-130). I would agree with the author’s 
statement: “none of these developments had been subjected to a systematic 
treatment before, being referred to on a rather ad hoc basis” (p. 8). The results 
of these chapters are then utilized to interpret and clarify other morphological 
(morphemes with final -æ in the Appendix, pp. 131-147) and etymological 
issues (Etymological index, pp. 149-255). The last part of the book comprises 
exhaustive indexes of words (257-331) cited in the volume (Iranian, Sanskrit, 
other IE languages, Caucasian, Uralic, Altaic, and other non-IE languages), as 
well as Iranian and Indo-European reconstructions. 
As SEC is a journal devoted to etymological studies, I shall focus on the 
real core of the book, i.e. the Etymological index of all Ossetic words, illustrat-
ing the sound changes mentioned in previous chapters (with the exception of 
“clearly transparent compounds and curiously cited forms”). Although the 
entries of this etymological index are mainly extensive commentaries on the 
ones by V. I. Abaev presented in his Historical-Etymological Dictionary of the 
Ossetic Language, there are also some new forms not treated in the latter. “A 
reconstruction, etymology, (Indo-)Iranian cognate forms and, if felt necessary, 
further comment or discussion accompany the forms. The starting point of any 
discussion is usually the Dictionary, but every effort is made to allow the reader 
to follow a discussion without constantly consulting the Dictionary” (p. 149). In 
fact, many of Abaev’s etymologies have been revised and even wholly dis-
carded on the basis of the well-established sound laws and developments. Let us 
comment on some of the challenging words. 
 
Oss. az / anz ‘year’ (p. 155) < PIr. Gpl. *aznām ‘(of) the days’, cf. Av. 
azan- ‘day (as opposed to night)’ [Bartholomae AiW 224] < PIr. *aźan- : *aźn- 
‘day’ (< Ar. *ajhan- < PIE *aghen-, cf. Ved. áhan- [Pok. IEW 7, Mayrhofer 
EWA 2/154]. J. Elfenbein in his review of Cheung’s work points out the lack of 
explanation for this curious semantic shift, i.e. how a word for ‘day’ came to 
mean ‘year’ in Ossetic. However, one should take into consideration that most 
of the IE words for ‘year’ are cognate with words for ‘time’ or ‘fixed period of 
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time’, including terms for various seasons of the year and for ‘day’ or even 
‘hour’: e.g. Irish laithe ‘day’ vs. Ch.Sl. lěto ‘year, summer’, Ch.Sl. godŭ ‘period 
of time’ > Pol. godzina ‘hour’, Russ. god ‘year’ [Buck DSSPIEL 14.73]. In fact 
the reflexes of PIr. *āśā- ‘year’ (< ‘heaven, sky’; just like the derivatives of PIE 
*dei- ‘to shine’ are widespread as words for ‘sky’ (and then its personified god) 
and ‘day’: Lat. deus ‘god’, diēs ‘day’) are also attested outside Ossetic (regret-
tably, Cheung does not mention them): cf. Sogd. ’’z (āz) ‘year’ (Gharib 392), 
Yaghn. yoso ‘year’, and piyōsō ‘last year’ < *upa- + *āśā-ka, Shugni parwōš 
‘last year’ < *parua-āśa [Edel´man ЭСИЯ 1/240]. 
 
Oss. bynY / binYæ ‘fly’ (p. 174) – according to Cheung this is a loanword 
(perhaps from West Caucasian). Abaev tentatively suggests that Oss. bynY ‘fly’ 
(in cpd.: mydybynY / mudbinYæ ‘bee’) is a compound of two different words for 
‘fly’: bin and če(r). The first one is related to OHG bini ‘bee’ (Germ. Biene), 
while the second to Georg. c’eri ‘fly’ (?). PIr. *baina- ‘fly, bee’ (cf. Pashto 
waynə, wenə, wuynə ‘termite, white ant’) derives from PIE onomatopoeic verbal 
root *bhei- : bhi- ‘to buzz’ (with different extensions: *-n-, *-k- or *-t-, cf. Lith. 
bìtė, bitìs, PSlav. *bъčela, Irish bech < *bhi-ko) [Pokorny IEW 166]). Oss. bynY 
< Scyth. *binc ‘fly’ (also a feminine proper name: Βεζει) < *b(a)in-c < *baina-
ti (Ir. *-ti- > Oss. -c/-cæ; -Y/-Yæ, after sonants, forming nouns from verbal 
stems, perhaps *baina- also ‘to buzz’). 
 
Oss. cağar ‘slave’ (p. 174) < Mongolic čaqar? Nevertheless Cheung ad-
mits that the Mongolic and Turkic forms cannot be explained internally. Abaev 
connects this word with the Iranian verbal root kar- ‘to do’ [Abaev ИЭСOЯ 
1/286]. In my opinion, Oss. cağar, already attested in Scythian cāğār ‘slave’ 
(proper name Θιάγαρος), is a loanword from Pers. čākar ‘servant, apprentice, 
maid’, first denoting ‘female servant’, cf. MPers. cagar [ckl] ‘wife of second 
degree’ [MacKenzie CPD 21), being in fact a compound of čāk ‘bond or note of 
hand’ [Steingass PED 386] and kar- of kardan ‘to do, act’ > *čāk-kar > čā-gar. 
 
Oss. dur / dor ‘stone’ (p. 180) – labelled by Cheung with: “etymology 
uncertain”. According to Abaev, this is an old borrowing from Caucasian lan-
guages (Georg. t’al-i ‘flintstone’ etc.) However, this word can be derived from 
widely represented PIr. *druua- ‘hard’ [Edel´man ЭСИЯ 2/359-60], OP duruva- 
‘firm, secure’ [Kent OPG 191]; Skt. dhruvá- ‘firm, fixed, constant, lasting, 
certain’ (dh- replaced *d- because of folk etymology connecting this word with 
the verbal root dhar- ‘to hold’; cf. Skt. dāruna- ‘rough, strong, hard’), Av. drva- 
‘healthy’ (cf. Ch.Sl. sъ-drav > Pol. zdrów), related to the PIr. *daru- ‘tree’. The 
IE root perhaps originally designated ‘the hard (oak) wood’, whence the general 
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meaning of ‘hard’: Lat. dūrus < *drūros ‘hard’, Irish dron ‘solid’, Lith. drútas 
‘strong’, Gr. δρυGς ‘oak tree’ [Walde-Pokorny 1. 805, Buck DSSPIEL 15.74]. 
 
Oss. Yag / iYag ‘full’ (p. 181) < ? *ui-čāka-, cf. Khz. c’k ‘full’. Still further 
connections are quite certain: Pashto čāq ‘full’, NPers. čāq ‘well, fat’, Khz. c’k 
β’r ‘full wine-glass’ < onomatopoeic verbal root PIr. *čak- ‘to leak, pour’ (cf. 
Pers. čak-, čakidan) [Edel´man ЭСИЯ 2/211ff.]. 
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